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Abstract. New decision proct; &,res for the covering and bcwdcdrxss pro Aems for cector 
addition systems are obtained. These procedures require at most space 2’” lop” t’or some constant 
c. The procedures nearly achieve recently established lower bounds on the amount of space 
inherently required to solve these problems, and so are much more efficienr than prt viously 
known non-primitive-recursive decision lxocedures. 
1. Intrsducbiou 
Petri nets and vector addition systems have bleen studied as models of asynch- 
ronous processes, with attempts to understand the ma.thematical properties of these 
systems. Efficient decision procedures are: presented here for the covering problem 
‘and for the boj-.ndzdness problem for vector additi0.n systems. 
These proLedures operate in space exponential in the size of the input. By some 
lower bound results of Lipton 12, 51, the space complexity of thr:b,t: procedures is 
nearly optimal. Karp and Miller [4] have previously shown thst both of these 
problems are del:idable, but their procedures do not operate in even primitive 
recursive space. 
2. Nslfatim amd definitions 
sent the integers, N the nonegative iztcgers. and + the positive 
k (k EN’) is a vector, then by 2~ (i) we mean t i”‘ place of z-, for 
1 <is k If ~1, v2 E ii!?, then we define vl + ~72 tl3 be that vect 
v(i)= U;.ii)+ vz(i) for all i, 1 s&k; ol-U2isde5nedsi 
if vi(i)< vz(i) for all a’, 16 i s k. If 7-)1 < v2 but v1 # v2, then we write t’[ < tj2. We say 
that v is nonnegative if v E& We use is to clenote the zero-vector, whm2 t 
di sion will be clear from tile context. 
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t&m 2.L A vector addition system consists of a dimension k +, and a pair 
(v, A) where Y E Zk is the SMH txc for, and A c s (z finite set ca the addition 
set A finite sequence of vectors w 1, ~2, . . . , wm E ’ is said to be a path in (IL, A) of 
length m if w1 = 0 and if w~+~ - wi E A for all i 1 s i s m. If s.here is a path in (1). A) 
Ic, with only nonne tive vectors nn it, then ?t’e szjt that w I, 
Aj; R(v,A)=(w E k: w is reachable in (v, A)} is called the 
(v, A). 
some v1 E R (v, A), w G VI} is called the coverability set lcrf 
Since we will be considering the complexity of algoritZlms for problems involving 
vector addition systems, it is necessary to have a precise idea of the size of such (%I 
system. We will say that the size of a vector is the sum of the lengths of the binary 
representations of the components (where the length of 0 is 1). The size of a finite 
set of vectors is the sum of the sizes of the members. 
The covering problem for vectur addition systems is to determine for system 
(0, A) and vector vl EN’, if v1 E C(v, A). In Section 3 we present a decision 
procedure for this problem which operates in space 2”” log n (for som.e constant c) as 
a function of the length of input. 
The boundedness problem is to determine for system (v, A) if R(v, A) is finite. 
Tne decision procedure presented in Section 4 for this problem also operates in 
space 2 cn log n. 
Lipton [S) has shown that for some constant d > 0, neither of these problems can 
be decided in sp*sce 2dG, and hence our procedures are close to being optimal in 
their use of storage, Lipton’s lower bounds are valid even if out* only cons$iders 
input whose vectors have components of value - 1, 0, or 1. 
2. Actually Lipton shows a lower bound of 2d” for a slightly different 
formulation of these problems; this translates to a !ower bourld of 2dJ;i for our 
formulat lion. 
size W! and dimension Gn; let v+ k be <I 
she that for any v E , in order to find a 
suffices to look at paths in (v, A) of length 
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i-bounded (i--r bounded) if every her of g is i-bounded (h--r bounded). If 
w n( j)3 vl( j) for 1.5 j S i, LhCii we say that p is an i-covering sequeflce. 
For each 21 E k, dr fine MI (i, c ) ts br the len h of the +ortcst i-bounded, 
i-f :overing path in (v, A), if at least one such pat exists; if no such pat 
define M (is v) = 0. Now define f(i) = max(m (i, v): v E Z”}. (Note that f 
values of A and t:r 5 xvhich a held fix 2d.) 
v1 E C(v, A) if and only if ere is a k-boun ed, k-covering path 
in (v, A). Mk Y* ill obtain an upper bound on f(i) by induction on i; clearly it is only 
f(,k) that we are ultimately interested in. 
3.2, The reader more fa,miiiar with Petri nets than vector addition systems 
will want to think of a vector in k as a (generalized) marking. A vector being 
i-boulrded ur i--r bounded Pxresponds to a s~~~~~ki~~ being boundt:d in a 
particular way. 
hmwa X4, f(i + 1) s (2”f(i))“’ + f(i) for (9 s i < k. 
roof. Let v E Zk, let 0~ i c k be such that there is an (i + I)-bounded (i + I)- 
covering path in (v, A j. 
Case 1: There is an (i + I)--@*f(i)) b ounded, (i + I)-covering path in (v, A). 
Then there must be an (i + l)--(2”f(i)) bounded, (i + I)-coverzg p 
-where no two vectors agree on all the first i + 1 places; t 
S(2nf(i))‘*‘. 
Case 2: Otherwise. 
Then there is an (i + I)-bounded, (i + I.)-covering path in (11, A) w 
t l)--(2”f; )) bound _d. Then there :-cist sequences pl, pz such t 
t I)-botnded, (i + l)-covering PUbna . -+h in (11. A), and p1 is 
and p2 begins with a vector w which is not (i + l)--(2nffi)) 
-1 of generality that w(i + I) 3 2nf(i). Clearly, as in case I , we can cx:T; x i;: X; kc : 
in (w. A). we know P 
d i-cor7erin~,?. Ntjablax 
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3.5. adze covering problem can be decided in space 2Cn ‘Ok*- for some 
constant c. 
be a vector add ltion system of size <n and dimension 0 < .k < r”l!, 
e a vector of size 1in. Define g(0) = IZ3” and g(i + I.)= (g(i))3n !‘or 
US t” < k < n; then we see from l_,emmas 3.3 and 3.4 that fii)~ g(i; for 0~ i s A;, 
and hence f(k) S g(k) S 2’3n’n G 22c” lop n for some constant c. Hence, we can 
conclude that vI E C(v, A) if and 6 )dy if there is some k-bounded, k-covering path 
in (v, A) of length ~2~‘” ‘OS n (whe!*e c is some constant independent of n). We cm 
compute that the size of any vectcs on such a path is ~2~~‘“~~ for some constant ~1. 
Hence there is a nondetermimstic procedure which “guesses” a k-bounded, 
k-covering path, accepting if and tlnly if one is found, and which operates in space 
y a we&known theorem of Savitch [$I, there is a deterministic algorithm 
for the covering problem which operates in space 2’” ‘Og” for some constant c. 
e bun mess lem 
“1. Let k EN+ and let p = ~1, ~2,. . . , wm be a sequence of vectors in 
‘, m > I. Then p is said to be self-covering if wi < wm for some j, 1 s j s m. 
.2 (Karp and rviller [4]). Let (v, A) be a vector addition system. Then 
R (v, A j is infinite if and only if there is a k-bounded, self -covering path in (v, A). 
The decision procedure for boundedness uggested by Karp and Miller is :as 
foi~ows: Given (v, A), attempt o enumerate all of W(v, A), and at the same time 
attebmpt to find a k-bounded, self-covering path; exactly one cf these processles 
must eventually halt, telling us whether or not R(u, A) is finite. TGF: trouble with 
this procedure is that if R@, A) is finite, the size of R(u, A) is not bounded above 
I by a primitive recursive function of the size of (v, A). Therefore their procedure 
does not operate ir! primitive recursive time or space. However, we shall exhibit an 
ef%ient upper h4Ed rJn the length of the longest path one must examine in 
n this way obtain an a?.gorithm 
rmining for twa vector 
ms (v, A ) and (v’, A’) of the same dimension, if R (v, 1 A) is finite a.n 
Now let A be a fixed addition set of size rz > 1 a ension k S 0. 
.LetO=G<&.ForeachuE k, define nz’(i, v) to he the len 
shortest i-bounded, self-covering path in (v, A), if at least one s~ii=tl ath exists; if no 
such pat!1 exists, define m’(i, v) = 0. Now define g(i) = max(m ‘(it v ): v E 
As before, we will obtain an upper bound on g(i) by induction on i, alt 
g(k) that we are ultimately interested in. the base and induction stzp are 
harder than in Section 3, and both will depend on Lemma 4.5. To prove 
4.5, we first need a result of Borosh and Treybis on the siye of solutions to linear 
programming problems. 
kt B be a dl X & integer m_.ztrlx and let b be a dl X 1 
on the absolute tla!ues of the integers in 
B and 6. Say that ther-d exists a vector v E d2 which is a solution! to the equation set 
Bv==b. 
Then for some constant c independent ofd, dl, a?, there exists a vector v E 
that Bv 2 ,k avid such that v(i)< dcdl for ail i, 1 s I G &, 
.Sh Let 0s Sk, v E k, r > I such that lhere is an i--r bounded. self- 
covering path in (v, A). Then there is an i--r bounded, se/j’-covering path in (t’, A ) of 
length s rnc for some constant c independent of n, tr, r. 
roof. Let i, v, r be as in the lemm;l, INS consider a i?lii~~~l length i--r boun 
self-covering path in (v, A); we can wrste this vl, v?, . . . , v,~,,, wl, w7, , . . , w,,~ 
where w 1 < w,,,~. 
For a vector w E ‘., define T(w)E ’ by (T(w))(%)= w16) f 
i = 0, ‘F(w) is the c,ypty vector, that i the unique membc - of 
mininialijy condition, T(vl), T(uZ), . . . , T+,,) must all IX distinct. 
The icmea of the rest of the proof is as follows: ‘To get d i-~~~und o  ml, we will see 
that the sec+ence T(wl), T(w2), . . . , T(w,,) car be rearranged to consist, essen- 
tially, of a sequence of bounde 
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Say that x E and :c is an A -sequence such that Q(x, s ) = x, x1 9 e . . , xm is i--r 
bounded, x = x,,,, and xi1 Z Xjz for any 1 s jl< m ; then we call Q(x, s) a simple 
x_loop, or just a &tz&! loop, and we call S (s) an x-ic;s?pl value, or just a loop 
value. 
Note that Tjwt), T(wz), . . . , a(~,,) is the projection onto the first i places of an 
i--r bounded p:,sth starting with w 1. If x, x1, . . . , xm is a simple loop occurring as a 
stibseqaence of T(wl), T(wz), . . . p T(w,,J, then if XI, . . . , Xrn is removed, the 
remaining sequence ~$1 still be the projectioln of an i--r bounded path starting with 
wl. If this process is repe2te.d carefully, one eventually ends up with a “‘short” 
s t5t: projection of an i--r bounded path starting with WI, together 
loop values for members of sequence; the difference between 
the first and last members of the i--r bounded path so obtained, plus S, will be equal 
t0 Wml- ciil Z= v^. Using Lemma. 4.4, we obtain a better value for S, and then reverse 
the above construction by appropriately inserting si,-r,p!e loops in order to obtain 
the projection of an i--r bounded sequence which starts with ~1, and whose last 
vector is >wl. 
NOW define the A-sequence sl= ai, a$, . . . , &,-I by ai = Wj+l- Wj for 1 sp’< 
m I. Clearly SUMQsl) > 0 E *, and s1 is valid for T(wl). Let Sa = 0~ 
define a sequence sl, &, s2 , . . , such that f\or each j: 
(1) Q(T(wl), sj) and Q(T( w1 ), ) s1 contain the same set of vectors (with possibly 
tiplieities); in particular, sj is a valid ,4-sequence for T(w1) 
and SUMisj j+ Sj == SUM. 
(3) Sj can be expressc:d as a nonnegative linea- combination of loop values for 
vectors appearing on Q{.T(wl), Sj). 
s1 and S1 have already been defined, and satisfy (1), (2), and (3). Assume now 
that sj and Sj have been define:d, satisfying (1), (2), (3). If the length of si is 
<t:? + l)*, then this construction is defined to halt; so assume sj = al, a*, . . . , am 
where m 2 (r’ + I)“, Q(T(wl), sj)= x1, ~2, . . . ) xm+l. If we think of the first 
(rlr + 1)2 members of x1, . . . . Xm+l being divided up into (rk + 1) blocks of r“ + 1 
consecutive vectors, we see thaf each block contains at least one vector twice, and 
that in one of The blocks none of the vectors occurs for the first time; this block 
contains a simp’e loop,, and the removal of this loop from x1, . . . , x,,+~ would not 
of vectors appearing. Say that rtjl, . . 
= al, ~12, . . . ? ail-+ ni,, . . . , am. 
xm+l which has the same set of vectors as 
(Sj). Since d2jI +f2jl+l + l l * -I- 6Zj2-l is a loop value for x~, (=x& we can 
k-rows, whose columns acre the di 
vector W -SUbI( Since Sj 2 
combination of the members of L 
solution, in the integers. 
A lock value is just the sum of at most fk mem 
each menber of L (and each place of B) is of absol 
at most (2{2”tk)+ 1)” members, and so 
pLace of b is of absolute value ~2”(r”‘ + 1 
4.4 tells us that there is some nonnegative vector y1 s 
the sum of the places of yr is equal to II G ?’ 
NOW let si=si and Si=By,. Sldw--S 
addition S: can be expressed as the 
Q<T(wI), si). Say that si = &3. aL, . . , a, and (T(w:). .v;>- XI, .li:, . . 
t be an A-sequence such that Q(xi,, t) is 
such that S; - SUM(t) can be expressed as a sum of PI 
Q(T(wl), si). Define Ss = Si - S 
@IearlY S; is valid for T(wI), and S 
Contiming in this way, we construct a srzquence si, S; si, SA, ~11, $il . . . , 
eventuativ obtaining s’, S’ such that S’ = 0, SUM(s’) = 
is valid For ?“(wl). The construction takes a: rwst r”‘ stages. eack stage ~ncreaGng 
the length of si by at most rk. 
So ol, v2, . . . , v,, Q(wl, s’) is ai? i--r boun ed celf-covering pat 
where the length of Q(wl, 6))~ rfld for- some constant L?. Fw ~2 1 -=: T” ‘, m, s rk. and so 
m*t-m+r”c for some constant c. L1 
1118 Lm_6. ,-<Q)< 2+ for constant c from kemrtm 
oaf, Let ti E Zk such that there is a self-covering 
O--2 bounded seif-covering path, and so Len% ells us t~.sre is a O-- 2 
bounded self- Jovering path of length ~2”~ in (c, A ). III 
il1;‘V2, . * . J a, be a shortest possible path ir; (t), A) such that v, agrees with WI on 
the first J + 1 places, and such that VI, 112, . a . , II,--1 is an [ii -I- l)--@“g(i)) bounded 
$equence WI 1 w-‘- r*f v~mm. No twci, of 01, v2, . . * , “‘m-1 can agree on the first i + 1 places, 
I for then &e ~xque~~ ax&i ym made -eYeIi shorter, Hence, IPZ~- 1G (2”g(i)!‘? 
Wit@3ut kss of generality, s8y that 0&i-+ 5) = w& + l)->, 2”g(i). 
For 1 G g < ni, definea, E A by a, = wu+l - wu. Using the notation of the proof of 
Lemma &,5; iet J be the A-sequence ai, QI+~, . . . , a,-:, rzis Uj+l, . . . , a,-+ Then 
Q(u,, s) is an (i + I)-bounded, and hence i-bounded, self-covering path in 
(u,, A). Let p be an i-bounded; self-covering path in (v~, A) of length ~fg(i). 
S&e g+,,,.,ji + l)a 2*g(i) and since each place in each vectI3r in A is at most 2” in 
absolute value, p is in fact (i + Qgbounded. So VI, ~2, . . . , vm-l, p is :In (i f 1 j- 
bounded, self-covering path in (u, A) of length a(2”g;(i))“’ t g(i)< (2ng(i))nc 
(assuming c> 1). III 
Tkwem 4.8. l%e boundedness problem can be decided in space 2cn’oen for some 
constant c. 
Pro&. ‘Let (v, A) be a vector addition system of size =% and dimension k, 0 < k < PZ. 
From Lemma 4.2 R( u, A) is infinite if and only if there is a k-bounded, self- 
covering path in (21, A): using an analysis like that in the proof of Theorem 3.5, 
Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 te:ll us tha+ rrlUZ guch 8 path exists, if and only if such a path 
exists of length 62”‘” loa n for some mnstant c. As explained in the proof of Theorem 
3.5, there is an algorithm for determining whether such a path exists which operates 
in space 2”” ‘Og n for some constant C. El 
We have exhibited decision procedures for the covering and boundedness 
problems for vector addition systems, which operate in exponential space. Recently 
Qcerdote and Ten:ney f7] have come up with a decision proMtim ftii the reach- 
ability problem for vector addition systems: given a system (v, A) and a vector 
vO E N’, is vO E R(u, A)? Their procedure, however, is not primitive recursive since 
it us{ ,: the techniques of [4] used to decide the boundedness problem. 
The methods used in Section A! were sufficient to obtain a primitive recursive 
the boundedness problem; it is an open question, however, if they 
can be applied with similar effect to the reachability prob”lerfl. 
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